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Dontenici's Financial Aid· Proposal
To Benefit Lo-w-lnconte Students
Steve Sandoval
Sen. Pete· Domenici's proposal
for a federal student financial aid
program would make loans
available to more students while
increasing funds for low-income
students through Pell Grants and
campus-based aid programs, a
spokesman from Domenici's
Washington, D.C., office said.
The spokesman said Domenici
has received many phone calls and
letters from students and parents
concerned
about President
Reagan's budget proposals for
student financiid aid. He said
Domenici's proposal is "a better
way to help more students than the
administration's proposal."
Domenici's proposal for fiscal
year 1983, the 1983-84 school year,
for reforming guaranteed student
loans differs from the administration's proposal in several
ways:
~ All students would be eligible to
participate in the program, both
graduate and undergraduate

students. The administration has
proposed eliminating graduate
students from the program.
- Interest rates will remain at 9
percent for the entire term of the
loan with the student responsible
for all payments of interest even
during the time in school. The inschool interest would be loaned and
paid back as an additional payment
on top of the regular payment when
they finish school.
Students would begin repayment
of their loans six months after they
finish school.
The administration proposes
subsidizing the interest on loan~ for
students while in school, as in the
·past, but will charge market-rate
interest two years after grC~duation
and 9 percent in the two-year
period. This would mean that a
student could pay more or less in
interest depending on the prevailing
market rate.
- Savings achieved from no longer
having to subsidize this program
will amount to $830 million in fiscal
year 1984. These savings could then

GSA Recommends Cut
Of President's Salary
Robert Bumson
The
Graduate
Student
Association finance committee has
recommended cutting the OSA
president's salary from $325 to
$240 after interpreting last week's
vote of confidence for the absent
President Ellen Foppes as an in~
dication the GSA Council is
"satisfied with a part-timejob."
The recommended cut is part of a
budget proposal completed
Saturday by the finance committee
which also calls for a 9 percent cut
in campus organization's spending
for 1982-83.
Committee member Dolph
Barnhouse said the GSA Council
showed with the vote of confidence
for Foppes, who . is substitute
teaching at Idaho State University
this semester, that ''they were
satisfied with a part-time job.
"If thatjs what they want, that's
aU the finance committee should
suggest she gets paid for," Barnhouse said.
Foppes drew her full salary for
January, though she slatted her
Idaho teaching job about Jan. 18,
stirring a controversy over whether
a GSA president should be paid in
absentia. UniversitY vouchers also
show that Foppes drew her salary
last summer While employed by the
Arizona Park SerVice.
"The obvious sentiment is that
the president's job doesn't require a
tremendous amount · of time."
committee member Bob VonPentz
said.
Committee member Richard
Holden .· said the .$3890 yearly
president's salary hasalways been
too high, and . 11 Should be cut"
regardless of the Foppes situation.
'jMost. of the benefits are
political, and in the experience of
the office - and most people do it
because they want to," Holden
said.
The $2400 yearly salary
recommended by the committee

would be part of the .1982-83 budget
and would not effect Foppes,
whose term expires in May.
Foppes, however, has said she
will draw no more GSA pay while
working at the Pocatello college.
Strapped with a $12,000 to
$14,000 deficit on the GSA word
processing service this year, the
finance committee also recom·
mends cutting 9 percent from
funding for campus. organizations
from $31,650 currently to $28,763.
Committee members, who last
week convinced the Council to end
budgeting for the Word processor,
propose
funding
most
organizations at. last year's levels
with the bulk of the cuts coming out
of the budgets for the New Mexico
Dai(v Lobo, the GSA Cultural
Series and KUNM.
According to the committee
recommendations, the Dai(v Lobo
would be cut from $3000 in suba
scriptions this year to $1.500 in prepaid advertising; the Cultural Series
would be cut from $5700 to $5000;
and KUNM would be cut from
$200.0 to $1500.
i•we just have to fund
organizations that need the money
tht most/' VonPentzsaid,
The Dai(v Lobo has a $340,000
budget, and KUNM a $132,000
budget.
Besides $12,000 set aside to make
Up for the word processor deficit,
committee members allocated
$4000 to pay transfer costs for
students using the computer editing
and printing equipment if the
system is shut down.
The GSA Council has otfered the
ASUNM Duplh:ating Center· the
management of the system, but
ASUNM must :tpprove the deal
before the ttansfer is made.
Committee members also
recommended cutting the Mexican
American Law Student Association
funding from $2l00to$1SOO.
The committee recommended
continued on pege14
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be turned over to the Pell Grant and
campus-based aid programs under
Sen. Domenici's proposal.
Under
the administration'.s
proposal nearly $1.6 billion less
would be available for these
programs.
- Students from families whose
adjusted gross income is over
$25,000 are limited to borrowing
their financial need. Students from
families with an adjusted gross
income of over $40,000 may not
borrow at all.
A student's financial need is
determined as the difference
between the amount of money a
family can .set aside for education
expenses and the students expenses
while in school. Such expenses
include tuition, room and board
costs, book fees, transportation
costs and personal expenses.
The administration proposal
limits' all students to borrowing
their financial need.
Fred Chreist, UNM's director of
student financial aid and career
services, said Domenici's proposal
could keep more students in school,
especially those students that really
need> financial aid to continue their
education.
''His proposal would .shift it
· (financia.l aidJ'from one phigram
where there is not financial need as
a qualification to one that uses
financial need as a qualification/'
Chreist said.
Chreist said approximately 3172
students, 1125 graduate and 2047
undergraduate, currently receive
continued on pege2
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New Department Representatives
Selected by UNM Faculty Senate
Ro~rt

Burn59n

UNM faculty members have
completed the first stage of Faculty
Senate elections, choosing 26 new
departmenta.l representatives.
Those selected by their respective
colleges and schools are:
- College of Arts and Sciences:
Douglas Brookins, John Campbell,
Guido Daub, Evelyn Ewing, DaVid
Hamilton, George Peters, Fred
Schueler, Carla Wofsy and Crayton
Yapp.
:.... College ·of Education: Linda
Estes, Robert Nesbitt and Deborah.
Smith.
~ College of Engineering: Martin
Bradshaw and Bruce Thomson.
--.. College of Fine Arts: Clinton
Adams and Douglas George,
-School of' Law: Lee Teitelbaum.
Anderson
School
of
Management: Karl Christman.
-- School of Medicine: Susan

Chamberlain, Peter Divasto, Philip
Garry and John Trotter.
- College of Nursing: Jackie
Solomon.
- College of Pharmacy: William
Hadley.
· General Libraries: Claire
Bensinger and Connie Thorson.
- School of Architecture and
Planning has yet to make its
selections.
.
Nominating petitions for the 10
senators to be chOsen in the general
faculty election must be submitted
to University Secretary Anne
Brown by Match 26. The election
will be by mail ballot due by April
26.
Faculty senat1>rs serve a two-year
staggered term.
. Current senators are:
- School of Architecture and
Planning:·Rnbert Walters.
.;... College of Arts and Sciences:
Larry Gorbet, Paul Hain, William

Johnsot'i', Robert Kern, Peter Page.
Jonathan Porter, Alexander Stone
andKathrynVogel.
- CoiJege of Education: Mary Jo
Campbell, E.A. Scholer and
ElizabetbWalls.
- School of Engineering: Edward
Angel and Kavid Kauffman.
• _ College of Fine Arts: Flora
Clancy and Clayton Karkosh.
School of Law: Garrett
Flickinger.
Anderson
School
of
Management: Don Panton.
- School of Medicine: William
Hardy, Gary Long, Dorothy
Pathak1 Stephen Petls and Jeffery
Wollkside.
-- College of Nursing: Glotia
Birkholz and Carol L'Esperance.
- College of Pharmacy: Williant
Troutman.
General Libraries: Nancy
Pistorius.

Seminar Will Consider Health of Elderly
The University of New Mexico
School of Medicine will sponsor a
tWo•day seminar on health
problems of the elderly April 23
and 24 at the AMFAC Hotel itt
A1boquerque.
Speakers will include nine School
Of Medicine faculty members and
guest faculty from St. touis and
Denver.

Topics will include neurop•
sychiatric problems in the elderly,
nutrition, exercise, hypertension
and ways in which age can change
the effects of drugs on patients.
the program has been a)'lproved
for continuing education credits by
New Mexico Category tV requited
medical education~ the American

Academy ofFamily Physicians and
Mexico
Nurses
the
New
Association.
Registration materials and
detailed information are available
from the UNM Office of Con•
tinuing Medical Education.
building M"2 011 the lJNM campus,
277~3942.
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w0 rId News

by United Press International

Tight Security Covers Guatemalan Presidential Election
GUATEMALA CITY (UPI) Guatemalans voted in heavy
numbers for a new president under
tight security Sunday with troops
searching for weapons at roadblocks and helicopters hovering
over the capital to prevent guerrilla
attacks on polling places,
Many polls remained opened
after the 6 p.m. closing time (5 p.m.
MST) because long lines of voters
were still waiting to cast ballots,
said Walfre del Valle, president of
the Guatemalan Electoral Council.
Walfre said the election went
smoothly despite warnings by
leaders of the. burgeoning guerrilla
movement that they would disrupt

the voting.
However, leftist guerrillas raided
two hamlets and burned ballots
near the villages of Santa Cruz Ia
Laguna and San Miguel Panan,
about 50 miles west of Guatemala
City, he said.
"This kind of thing was not
unexpected," he said in a TV interview, "But except for these two
incidents we had no extraordinary
problems."
Journalists also reported that a
New York resident's van was
ambushed by leftist guerrillas
Saturday night on the Pan
American highway about 25 miles
west of Guatemala City. ABC-TV

interviewed Walt James, 39, in a
hospital in Solola where he was
treated for a fractured right arm
and cuts from flying glass. His van
was heavily damaged by a land
mine explosion andbu!Jets.
An exceptionally heavy turnout
was recorded all across the Central
American nation of 7.2 million
people. There were 2, 7 million
voters eligible to cast ballots to elect
a president who will begin a fouryear term on July I.
Mayan Indian women carrying
babies on their shoulders cast
ballots under the watchful eye of
civil para-military troops with
shotguns in little towns across the

western highlands where most
guerrilla activity is concentrated,
said reporters .
Del Valle said that some voting
sites were so cro•,ded, ~speciarly in
the capital, that it would be well
into the night before everyone
voted.
In the past twa presidential
elections, voter turnout has b~en
between 30 and 40 percent.
Observers said the long lines at the
booths .indicated voters believed
their choice would be respectect by
the military-dominated government.
Voters were choosing among
Gen. Anibal Guevara, 56, of the

ruling Popular United Front
coalition, Mario Sandoval Alarcon,
S8, of the far-right National
Liberation Movement, Alejandro
Maldonado Aguirre, 46, a
moderate nominated by the
Christian Democrats and the
National Renovation Party and
Guastavo Anzueto Vielmann, 52,
of the pro-business Authentic
Nationalist Central partY·
U.S. officials said they did not
care who wins, as long as it was
through "clean and free" elections
promised by President Romeo
Lucas Garcia, who took power in
1978 after an allegedly fraud-ridden
vote.

-Aid--------------

IN CONCERT

UNM currently receives $8.2
million in guaranteed student loans,
guaranteed student loans at UNM.
Chreist said.
If Reagan's proposal is· accepted,
Chreist said although the
$4.1 million for the 1125 graduate
president's
proposal
could
students would be eliminated from
"significantly affect" 1100 UNM
the program completely for the
students in the )982-83 school year,
1982-83 school year, Chreist said,
up to SOOO students may feel some
Chreist said he could not say effect of reduced funding for
what effect the. administration's student financial aid at UNM.
proposal would have on unDomenici's spokesman said while
dergraduates.
guaranteed student loans have

continued from page1

''TRUTH''
TONIGHT
Mon. March 8th
7:00pm

1st Baptist Church
Broadway and Central

FREE
ADMISSION!
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Next Time, Ask For
An Authentic Gennan Beer.

Hational Radio Thedtre
on I(UHM 90.1 fm
Monday. March 8th, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents
''FRANKENSTEIN''

by Mary Shelley
Yuri Rasovsky's faithful adaptation of Mary Shelley's
classic shows a new side to the. grotesque monster.
Frankenstein is grotesque, yes, but he is also an
articulate creature whose passions and intellect,
as well as size, are greater than those of men.
Brought to you by

~

Public Service Company of New Mexico
Principal series funding prpv/ded by A COMPANY CALLED TRW

Warsteiner
The Premium Genna.n Beer Since 1753.
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increased 3000 percent in the last six
years, funding for Pell Grant and
campus-based aid programs have
decreased in the last four years.
Campus-based aid programs
include National Direct Student
Loans, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants, State Student
Incentive Grants and work-study.
Under
the
administration's
proposal, $158 million for Pell
Grants would be cut for fiscal year
1982, the 1982-83 school year, and
$900 million in fiscal year 1983, the
1983-84 school year, Chreist said.
Chreist .said a report released by
the American
Council on
Education said this reduction in
Pel! Grant funding could force
nearly I million students to drop
out of school or seek other sources
of financial aid.
About 5000 UNM students
currently receive Pell Grants,
Chreist said. At UNM, approximately 40 percent, or 2000
students, would no longer receive
Pell Grants for the 1982-83 and
1983-84 school year, he said.
In addition, the administration
proposal calls for a $66 million
reduction in funding for workstudy programs in fiscal year 1982,
and an $86.5 million reduction in
fiscal year 1983-84. At UNM, 871
students would no longer receive
work-study money, Chreist said.
The administration is also
seeking to eliminate National Direct
Student Loans, State Student
Incentive Grants and Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants.
Chreist said Domenici's proposal
would not increase the amount of
money the federal government is
spending on financial aid, but
would also not cause students to
discontinue their education.
"As compared to the administration's proposal, it directs
the aid more appropriately to the
students that need it," Chreist said.
"II will be more directly related to
the neediest."
John Whiteside, associate
director of student financial aid and
career services, said the administration's proposal will force
students and parents to sacrifice
more and plan ahead further to
meet educational costs.
"Students will have to work
more hours and take less hours if
that's the way they're going to meet
their budget," Whiteside said.
Whiteside said 70 percet\t of
UNM students already have off. or
on-campus jobs. The other 30
percent may be forced to find jobs,
he said.
Chreist said in order for students
to meet the impending financial
pinch they should take action now.
"Now is a good time to write
your congressman," Chrcist said.
"If the students are concerned they
should voice their concern,"

A bowl
spiey G••eeu
Chili· Stew, Dour tortilla &
s~nall soft drink
8

1.39

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
$189 with coupon
Open at
Reg.•2••
11:00 Daily
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015
Centrai.NE
Expires 3·14-82
11200 Montgomery NE ·
5231 Centrai.NW

2206

Breakfast

SE
255·3696

Dinner

Sub
Combo
Meal
2.50
cooked salami, spiced ham,

Buy 1 Large Reg.
Breakfast Burrito
1.95 value
Get 1 Small Reg.
Breakfast Burrito Free
1.15 value

Central

Lamch
or

american cheese, 16 oz drink & fries
with coupon thru 3-14-82

.8am-11am Mon.-Fri
with coupon thru 3-12-82

2216 Central SE
265·5986

2

for

1 Yogurt

(Toppings not included)
Offer expires 3-12-82. One per customer

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALE SE

New Donors bring this coupon and a
valid student of military ID
on First Donation Only for a $5.00 Bonus

Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
(505) 266-5729
Group Fund Raising Available

Not good with other ooupons. Limit one per donor. Expires March 12, 1982

New Donors Accepted 12:30·3:30pm M·F

YALE BLOOD PLASMA Inc
-Coupon No.4-

-People Helping People Through Plasmapheresis-

Zappers

Gametoom
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
·

Com• S.• Albuqu•tqu•'• OniJ

ua~~~ Game Coupongood for .1.25 In ~~~ Gam•• (no obligation)

0

0

0

0

0

M
T
W
Th
F
I P•• p•raon p•r day • •xpl,.a 3·12-82

IOc POPCORN mACHINEI
(and try It out)

2222 Central SE 255-2225
(across from UNM)

2906 Eubank NE 293-8882.
(Eubank & Candelario)

We've got your song!
Where can I go if I want n job not
based upon financial need? Parttime Employment, Mesa Vista Hall
2114, X 2624,

Sl.OOoff
Any $7.89 LP or Tape
with coupon thru 3•11•82 (1 per customer please)
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Forum
DOONESBURY

Guest Editorial

At the neighborhood movie houses - do they still
call them neighborhood movie houses? - they are
showing Reds, starring Warren Beatty as actor and
John Reed as character. Reds will do a great deal for
Warren Beatty. I don't kno\\1 what it will do for John
Reed. I am mindful of the fact that Funny Girl
catapulted Barbra Streisand into fame and fortune but
did little to revive the reputation of Fanny Brice, a tali,
gawky trouper who was, indeed, a funny girl.
John Reed went east to Harvard, joining an un·
dergraduate body that included such students as T. S.
Eliot, Walter Lippman, Van Wyck Brooks, Conrad
Aiken, Robert Edmond Jones and Allen Seeger. After
Harvard, Reed made his way to New York City's
Greenwich Village where he entered full force into the
heady life of a flourishing Bohemia while winning fame
as writer and journalist. As a journalist, Reed had a
knack for making himself part of the news he was
reporting. He rode with Pancho Villa in Mexico,
organized the Paterson Pageant in Madison Square
Garden to call attention to the plight of striking silk
weavers in New Jersey (the original idea for a pageant
was Mabel Dodge's, who also paid to rent the Garden)
and was in Russia when the Bolshevik Revolution
erupted. His enduring work was the book Ten Days
that Shook the World, a classic eye-witness account
of the Revolution's first days.
Reed died of typhus in Russia at age 32. He was
buried next to the Kremlin Wall as was his friend and
fellow radical, Bill Haywood, the Industrial Workers of
the World leader.
I am interested in all of this because for years I have
been asking my students if they had ever heard ·Of
John Reed. None had. Now, perhaps, some will.
Among the denizens of Greenwich Village in its
heyday, roughly the years 1912 to 1930 and especially
1912 to 1920, there were those whose reputations
endure ~ e.g., Eugene O'Neill, Lincoln Steffens,

George Bellows, Jo Davidson - and those who will
remain largely forgotten- e.g., Harry Kemp, Maxwell
Bodenheim, Hutchins Hapgood, Henrietta Rodman,
and one Hippolyte Havel, a delightful if chur.lish ec·
centric. Given the will-o·the-wisp character of fame, it
is understandable that the famous of one era are, for
the most part, destined to live in the footnotes of the
next. As a result of a film, the name John Reed is lifted
out of the footnotes for a time, but I suspect that
Scarlett O'Hara will be remembered long after John
Reed is again forgotten.
In short, most of the Villagers will not figure
prominently in the yet-to-be-written histories of their
time. But what of Greenwich Village itself? I hope it
enjoys a happier fate because an important message
for all of us comes out of the style of this short-lived
Bohemia.
They were radicals all, these Greenwich Villagers anarchists, communists, syndicalists, socialists,
feminists, psychoanalysts (regarded as radical at the
time), trade unionists (also considered radical then),
and advocates of free love. Whatever was con·
ventional, they were against. They were serious,
.zealous, dogmatic, energetic partisans of their several
causes. Yet one cannot find an account of their ac·
tivities that suggests they did not thoroughly enjoy
themselves while they urged their views of the world,
Max Lerner describes the moral revolution of the
1920s, exemplified by life in the Village, as an lm·
portant milestone in the "democratization of fun."
Scott Fitzgerald put it less kindly: "a children's party
taken over by the elders." However put, the Village
radicals showed that one could combine good times
and serious purpose. Thus from the pen of Max
Eastman, prominent Villager and editor of The
Masses: "I never could see why people with a zeal
from improving life should be indifferent to the living
of it." (At a later point in his life, Eastman shed his
radicalism. The one time I heard him speak, he was
pugnaciously anti-communist. All that I ever heard
about him, however, indicated that the philosophical
shift did not Inhibit his enjoyment of life.)
By the 1930s, the Communists, primarily Stalinists
but to some extent Trotskyites, had taken over the
American political left. They were a serious bunch,
dour and sullen, not much given to fun. I always felt
that this was what really did them inl After all, who
wants to march to the revolution behind a leader who
can't enjoy a good practical joke?
In all interesting twist, the 'larger number of
American radicals now seem to be clustered on the
right side of the political spectrum. They are a solemn
lot, too, dour and sullen like the 1930 leftists. So I
don't pay too much attention to these people. On the
day that Jerry Falwell tosses off a string of lively one·
liners while sitting over brie and beverage, that is the
day that Iwill take the radical right seriously.

'
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Leftist Humor Now History
As Radicalism Moves Right
Dr. S~nford Cohen of the UNM economics
department has traveled 81/ over the world as a labor
and manpower specialist. A member of the National
Academy of Arbitrators, he has been a labor specialist
for 15 years and has been an observer of the
development of labor for 30. He has worked for the
United Nations, the State Department, the Labor
Department, the National Labor Relations Board and
the Wage Stabilization Board as a labor and man·
p(Jwer specialist. After having worked at several
universities, Cohen settled at UNM In 1966 and travels
throughout the Southwest as a freelance arbitrator.
The textbi;Jok used tor his labor and economics
course, Labor in the United States, is one of four
books ·he hBs published on labor IBW and collective
bargaining. Dr. Cohen was asked to write a guest
editorial for the Daily Labo because of his expertise
and experience with labor and other movements.

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters

Davis Appreciative
Editor:
With the 1982 Legislative Session having just concluded, I want to
express my appreciation to several student leaders who did an
extremely effective job in representing student interests in Santa Fe.
Working in close cooperation with other University representatives,
ASUNM President Mike Austin, and members of the ASUNM
Student Lobby Committee, Michael Gallegos and Bill Littlefield,
specifically targeted student objectives such as keeping tuition
increases as low as possible.
The original recommendation by the Legislative Finance Com·
mittee was for a 10 percent increase in resident tuition. This was
reduced to 5 percent, which represents a major victory, and may
well rank among the lowest of tuition adjustments in the country this
year.
A second goal was to support the funding for a Student Services
Building, introduced by Representative Stuart Hill. This building was
approved and funded at $6.4 million. Again, a major victory.
Finally, a third objective was to establish a statewide student
Work-study program to help relieve anticipated cutbacks in federal
student financial aid. This passed and was funded for $1 million.
Coupled with last year's legislative action establishing a $10 million
student loan fund, New Mexico ranks among the leaders in the
country in taking the first steps to fund desirable student financial
aid packages on a state basis rather than placing full dependency on
the federal government. Such a commitment by the Legislature
deserves real cheers.
In the Legislature itself, UNM students and former students
played leading roles. For example, third-year law student Sen. Tom
Rutherford chaired the poWerful sub-committee on higher education
for the Senate Finance Committee, and played an aggressive role in
the legislation for lower tuition, the work-study bill, the Student
Services Building, and the Engineering and Science Equipment bill.
Many others could and should be mentioned because leadership
on both sides of the aisle and in both houses was supportive of
higher education.
Quality and excellence in an institution eventually are measured by
the products it produces - and our chief product at UNM is our
students who represent us for better or worse in our state and
society. With the help of our student leaders, the students past and
present, and the many friends they have made for our University,
UNM has had excellent legislative support .. So, a special, personal
thanks to all who helped in achieving some highly desirable goals.
William E. Davis
President
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First
PlaceNews

'

Randy Montoya, the first and third place winner in news, and the third
place winner in the features category of the photo contest is no newcomer
to the pages of the Dai(v Lobo; Montoya won second and third places in
last year's Lobo contest. He also works as stringer, both writing and taking
photos for the paper.
Montoya is a journalism major and a photography .minor at UNM.
Presently, he is Working as a stringer for Associated Press, The Los
Alamos Monitor, and is a photo intern at the Albuquerque Tribune. He
has been actively shooting pictures for the last four years.
Montoya said his first place news photo of a traveling evangelist con·
fronting a member of the crowd was taken on the UNM campus last
spring. "I was waiting for something to happen just like all of the other
photographers there. The evangelist and the Muslim were arguing. I guess l
just Waited longer than anyone else did," he said.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Fourth Annual
Photography ·Contest
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Editor:
I would like to respond to Prof, Berthold's last column in which he
stated his plan for a mandatory draft. I was very much in favor of
Prof. Berthold's plan for a mandatory draft for those between 18 and
20, and 1. Wholeheartedly agree that such a system would greatly
improve the quality of our military.
But my question is hOt about Dr. Berthold's reasoning, but with
his sincerity.
As a former student of Or; Berthold,! have witnessed him profess
to believing in the Roman Gods, and I have read his tremendously
sarcastic letter of application for Dean of the College of Education. I
am also aware that heflys the Union Jack every July 4th, and will go
to great lengths to be individualistic. (or should 1say bizarreil
I ask you, Prof. Berthold, what Would you do if you were 18 and
subject to your own draft plan?
Would you try to claim conscientio~s objector status when you
believe in Mars and Zeus?
Dr. Berthold, I believe in many of your arguments, but I cannot
help but feel that you are a bit of ahypocrite at tinies,
Donald Burleson

UNM Photo/Cine Service has sponsored this page because we feel the·
good photography done by students deserves support.

Photo._,...

ON CAMPUS

Photo Plnlahlntl
Dlee-tl'llcea

UNMPhoto
. Cine/Service
9-4:30 • 820 1.111 lomU NE • 277·5743
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1982 Contest Best Yet;
Entries, Prizes Increase

I

I

Second
Prize-

I

l

News

"

II

1

I
j.
i
I

I
''

Jim Fisher, Mark Noh/ and Beaumont Newhall taka thair first look at the Daily Lobo Phott)gt·ap.hy
Contest fBatura category entries Thursday.

This year's New Mexico Daily Lobo photography contest was the most
successful yet. This, the fourth year of the contest, was the first in wnlc)l
the contest was open to two categories- news and features.
The prizes this year were also the best ever offered in the contest. Reed's
Camera Center donated $100 of photographic paper for the winner in the
feature category, and UNM Photo Services donated a $100 gift certificate
for the winner in news.
KLR Audio-Visual donated two $50 gift certificates for both second
place winners and Kurt's Camera Corral donated two $25 gift certifictes
for the two third place winners.
The Daily Lobo received almost 100 entries this year, one-fourth of
which were news.
The judges, Jim Fisher of tiJe Albuquerque Journal, Mark Noh! of New
Mexico Magazine, and Beaumont Newhall, a photography professor at
UNM and world renown photography )listorian, chose 12 of the entrants in
the feature category as semi-finalists and seven in news.
Dai(v Lobo editor Helen Gaussian ~aid, "The judges this year
represented the three major areas of photography- art, news and feature.
I was very pleased they were able to help.'·'
Bill Wechter, Dai(v Lobo photo editor, said, "It was a lot of work but
worth the effort."

Beginners Face
Often Bewildering
The winner of the second place award in the news catagory is Ed
Pompeo. Pompeo, unlike the other winners in the contest, is a relative
newcomer to photography, He said that he has not yet had any of his
photos published anywhere, and that he has only been taking pictures for
two years.
Pompeo, a sophomore, is a photography major in the fine arts
department at UNM,
The photo that took second place in the news category was Ed Pompeo's
answer to a challenge from one of his photography professors. Rod
Lazorik, his instructor, told him that if he could get a. photo published on
the front page of any newspaper that he woould earn an A in his class.
Pompeo had been riding around with the police to find a newsworthy
shot, but he had no luck and almost gave up on it. He was working at the
Woolco on 12th Street selling Christmas trees when a fight broke out in the
parking lot.
"I grabbed my camera and took a whole roll of pictures of them. This
one was the most dynamic of the series."
Pompeo also said that he didn't bring the photo into the Daily Lobo
because .it was too far away from the campus and he didn't think it would
get published.
l!d Pompeo

Third
PrizeNews

Randy Montoya's photo of Vice
President George Bush took third
place in news. "1 was just looking
for something different," said
Montoya. "Everybody else that
was there bad pictures that looked
the same."

Camera Options

When the guys at Miller asked me to
write an ad on writing, I said, "Forget it,
Not even if you held a gun to my head:' So
they held a bottle of Lite Beer to my mouth.
They're a pretty persuasive group.

THUGS TO MUGS
If you're going to write anything, know
wl>at you're talking about. And that means
three things: Research, research, and
more research. The more you know, the
more you can tell your reader.
Take my characters. A lot of them I
base on actual people. Theres this buddy
of mine who pops up in every book I write.
In one story he's a cop. In another, a private eye. Once, 1made him a millionaire.
Using him not only helped make character
development a heck of a lot easier, he was
so carried away by the rich image, he
bought me a lol of free dinners (and a lot of
Lite Beer from Miller). So use the people
you know as models.

Even locations should be based .on
real things. lf you're writing about a bar,
know that bar. Hang out there. Watch the
bartender. The customers. Whatever
they drink, you drink. When they drink
Lite Beer, you drink Lite Beer. Re·
member-research is most fun when
you soak up as much subject matter as
you can. It can only help you paint a
better picture.

HI, DOLL

No caper is complete. without dames
(or ladies in proper English) ..Experience
has shown me that in mystery writing, the
sexier the dames, the better. Experience
has also shown me that sexy scenes make
great punctuation marks. Tliis is where
research has the greatest potenlial. Use
your own discretion in this matter. But
when you write about it, don't be too
explicit. That way, your reader gets to paint
a more vivid picture.

by Mickey Spillane

CAPER TO PAPER
O.K., you've got your characters, locations, and dames lined up. Now comes the
good part: Putting your caper to paper.
There's no mystery to it. As ion!) as you
write the end1ng first, the rest Will follow.
Write short, terse, to-the-point sentenc~;~s.
Be as clear as possible. And make sure
you've got the right stu1f around for When
you get thristy, After all, writing is pretty
thirsty work.
I suggest a couple of mugs of Ute
Beer- who ever heard of a caper that
didn't involve a couple of mugs?
Why Lite Beer? It's a lot like me and my
books-great taste, less filling (some
people can't get their fill of my books), and
always good to spend time with.
At any rate, follow my advice and, who
knows-you might turn out a heck of a
story. Or you might turn out to be a heck of
a Lite Beer drinker.

The beginning photo student,
when searching for a "good"
camera, is faced with a bewildering
array of choices. After several visits
to a camera shop, he's bound to
discover a number of interesting
facts. First, almost all cameras are
"good," and second, the decision
on a camera will probably be based
more on how much he is willing to
spend rather than on the abilities of
a particular brand.
Lee Dayton, manager of Reed's
Camera Center in Hoffmantown
Shopping Center said, "We tell
people to pick a camera that feels
right, it doesn't matter what the
camera will do if the buyer isn't
comfortable with it,"
But what the camera will do can
also
be
important.
Most
manufacturers offer models that
give automatic exposures, manual
models that leave the choice to the
user and cameras that work in both
modes,
The automatic cameras often
give the user a shortcut to taking
good photographs but some feel
that the user should understand the
basics of shutter speeds and f-stops
before moving on to a camera with
automatic exposure features.
All the cameras listed below a.re
within the $200 to $300 price range
except where noted.
Pentax K 1000 manual inexpensive, an excellent beginner's
camera for those who don't want
the automatic mode.
Olympus OM 10 - lightweight,
small and easy to handle,
Somewhat expensive, but can be
converted to manual mode with an
adaptor at additional cost,
Canon AE-1 -the most popular
camera in the world today, Works
both as an automatic or manual
and allows access to Canon lenses
which are the most extensive
available.
Fujica STX 1 - another inexpensive manual camera, excellent
for beginners who don't want to
spend a l!lt of money.
Min!llta. SRT 20 I - a fine sturdy
camera. Comparatively heavy and
bulky, but inexpensive and longlasting.
This is by no means a complete
- or even nearly complete - list
but it is a somewhat representative
view of what's on the market.
L!lcal camera shops are the best
place for a novice to buy a camera.
The big discount houses in the back
of the photo magazines may be
cheaper, but they are also much
harder to work with when trying to
get warranty service. Their prices,
however, can give one a good idea
of just how much he can expect to
pay for a camera.
The local shops will often offer
discounts on entire systems.

'·
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Editor's Choice
Brock Wink less

~·.

Randy Montoya
I

•

h(l.~ For the Finest in Photographic Equipment and Supplies

KIRON
Lens Specials

28mm F-/0
30-80 F/3.
zoom
28·85 F/2.8
zoom

,.

Reg.

~
~

Only
$109.95!
$189.95!

"$269;:95 $249.951

Photographic&
Audio Visuals/Video
2929 Monte Vista NE
Phone 265·3562

Lowest Prices
on

Ever!

28mm F/2.8 Nikkor only $209.95
24mm F/2.8 Nikkot only $229.95
85mm F/2.0 Nikkor only $209.95
105mm F/2.5 Nikkor only $199.95
36·72mm Zoom F/3.5 only $214.95
75-150mm Zoom F/3.5 only $234.95

Photo Oils are in stock

Print Shipping
Cases
20°/o Off!

For all your Photographic Needs Come to IJ(l~

OLYMPUS®

Canon
.atll];c
J1
•¥-l·!§l-t·M•

Oi..'VMPtlS

OiYMPOs

OM-2
w/1.8 lens
was $439.95
now only

OM-1
w/1.8 lens
was $299.95
now only

$339.95!

$259.95!

'

'

!

with a 1.8/50mrn
only $324.95!

Canon

speedlite
188A only
$69.95!
Winder A2

C anon
only $1 09.95!
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Second
PrizeFeature
. '!" •

The photo that won second place in the features
category is a portrait of Tom Field's grandfather and
son taken in September 1979.
"This picture has special meaning to me. When it was
taken, my grandfather was close to passing away, and
he died recently."

~-

First
PrizeFeature
Third
PrizeFeature

TomF!~Id

Tom Field who took first and second place in the
features divi~ion of the contest, has been shooting
pictures since October 1978.
"Most anything goes, as far as pictures," ~e said.
''For the most part I take my photos while I htke. But
' .. of peop1e shots. "
I also take a fair amount
Field, an Albuquerque native, will ~ave his ~rst
picture published this month in Mothermg magazme
along with an article that his wife wrote.
"I would like to photograph parts of the statethat I
haven't seen yet and maybe get them published."
Field will receive $100 worth of photo paper from
Reed's Camera Center and a $50 gift certificate from
KLR Audio-Visual.
Field .is a non-degree student and a full time employee at UNM's office of institutional research.. .
The first place photo of a coyote was taken by Fteld

When You Make Pictures
Instead of Take Pictures
Count on Kurt's

while hiking on the West Mesa. He is. a charter
member of the Monkey Wrench Gang, a nonstructured, militant enviornmentalist organization
modeled after the characters in a novel written by
Edward Abbey, The Monkey Wrench Gang.
.
Field said, "We've broken laws, but there are htgher
laws that must be obeyed.''
Describing his efforts to get his prize-winning shot,
Field said, "I found two coyotes trapped out on the
West Mesa. The first coyote I had to stun by hitting
him over the head with a baseball bat in order to Jet
him free. The second was tangled in the cactus so I was
able to hold his head down with a shovel and free him.
"The second refused to run away and I was able to
photograph him close up with a 50tnm lens. I didn't
think it would win, because it was taken at the end of a
roll of Tri·X pushed to 1600 and the sunlight was
strong.''

KURT'S

Custom Color Processing
in Our Own Lab

To Have What it Takes •
•
•
•

L;ngest Selection in Albuquerque
Best Service Before and After the Sale
32 Years in Albuquerque
3 8ig Stores

3417 CENtRAL BE
524 CORONADO CENTER
1713 JUAN TABO NE

266·7766

883·5373
296·4888

This photo by Randy Montoya of
a man diving for a frisbee took
third place in the features category.
"You see so many frisbee photos
around, I wanted something I'd
never seen before," he said.
This picture might not have won ·
if Montoya. had stuck to his original
plans. "I altnost cropped the
frisbee out of the picture, so the guy
looks like Superman," he said,

IMPORTED BICYCLES
FULL LINE PARTS
& ACCESSORIES
PROFESSIONAL
STAFF
..J..J Moped
3222 cENTRAL s.E. (268·3949)

..
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UNM Energy Conservation Program

erergy
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Stave Northrup, contract photographer for Life magazine, anf)wers quastlons
about his work Saturday during a btflak in Communicating '82, a photojournalism workshop sponsorad by tha CopperstatB News Agency.

yours
for
the
taking

PetBr Rled Miller, contract photographer for Sports Illustrated, /las a little
trouble with a question posed to him during Communicating '82. The
workshop wes held in Tempe, Ariz.

-.

...

Programs, Slides
Help 'Demystify'
Photojournalism

•

I

Bill Wechter

times ::-:righ ure·

'1981 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

As the date of my graduation
approaches I want to leave my
student mentality at school and
begin thinking and producing work
like a professional. But What does a
professional photojournalist's
work really look like? Bow does he
get to the places where news is
happening? And how does he work
to get the shots that will end up in
Life and Time magazines?
I have found some ofthe answers
to these questions by attending
presentations on photojournalism,
sponsored by groups like the
National Press Photographer'.s
Association and the Copperstate
News Agency, featuring speakers
who are experienced photographers
working -for' same ·or ·the•:.biggest
publications in the country.
As these photographers talked,
and their work was projected on the
large screen in front of us, the
mysteries of their work slowly
began to unravel. We found out
that a crane was used to get the
angle on a marathon shot for
Sports Illustrated by Peter Ried
Miller. We found out that to shoot
a Pulitzer Prize winning photo
story on cowboys, Sk~eter Hagler
of the Dallas Times-Herald went to
a remote ranch in the Texas
panhandle and lived with those
cowboys for two weeks. We found
out that to shoot the opening
picture of an article on pollution in
the Hudson River for National
Geographic, the photographer had
to find out when the fisherman
would be on the river in the location
he needed, rent a boat to get to the
angle he wanted, and wait for the
sun to sink just to the horizon.
Technical questions were also
brought up. We learned that
strobes are installed at professional
basketball games so that Sports
Illustrated photographers can shoot
their color film, and that it takes
hours, many times, to track down
the right people to help with this
task. We learned that a straight
flash on camera exposure is almost
never used by professional
photographers. There is always
some other way to shoot the photo.
But the most inspiring, aild
probably the most important aspect
of these programs is the work itself.
The images put on the screen were
all powerful, pointed statements
about an aspect of society, and
could not be mistaken as an
amateur's work. A bombardment
of photos for an entire day along
with the specifics oil what went into
getting them serves as a:n eyeopener for all photographers.

Where can I go if I want medical
assistance? UNM Student Health
Center, Student flealth Center, x
3136.
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Arts
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Entertainment

Perfqrrning Upstairs - "Rqsie Pal er''
Perfqrrning Oqwnstairs- "Off The Wall"

Sports

Commentary by Melanie Mills

Monday • Happy Night Special from Bpm-11 pm
V2 Price for well drinks, draught beer & wine

Just Artists· Uneven Percentage

Happy Hour 4-8 p.m.- Mon.-Fri.
Featuring a guitarist for your listening pleasure

San Mateo at Montgomery Mall • 883·8176
SHE SURE IS GOOD - FOR A
GIRL.
Several months ago a fri¢nd told
me that one day she wanted to be
"a great woman artist," My reply
to this woman, whom I consider
intelligent, talented and feminist,
was, "I wanted to be a great artist
regardless of my sex,"
This started me thinking about
the role of women artists in the
university system.
Prior to World War II there were
no lrnivcrsity art degrees. One's
desire to be artistic depended on art
academies, apprenticeships or one's
own resourcefulness. With the
advent of the university art degree
in post-World War II times, men
have made up the majority of the
student and faculty bollies.

N

universal travel service

' ~
WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
w-=T'~1:==-E
ADUJNES
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No Charge for
. Our Sen·ices
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LOCATED AT G IUAHD & CENTHAL
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Perm & Cut- $30.00 1
Shampoo, Cut & Style - $1 0.00 1

hours 9-6

1
842-83oo
1 2000 Centro I S.E.
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Walk-Ins Welcome
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continued from page 1
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On Video Games oat·
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Ph. 265·9916

Personally I believe It is the latter
and this is the reason 90 percent of

The committee also recommended budgeting $600 for the
newly•founded American Nuclear
Society and $500 for an
organization previously unfunded
by the GSA, the Women's Law
Caucus.

~~rat.''"

The first items to be cut, they
said, were funds for parties,
refreshments,
typewriters
and
work-studY salaries.
"The ones (budgets) we supported were the ones that came in
with good hard figures and supported them," VonPentzsaid.
The committee also proposes
raising the budget for graduate

Full scholarships with stipends avail·
able. A limited number of scholarships
offering full paid tuition, books, fees,
and necessary equipment plus an
annual total stipend of $8000 available
from the u.s. Navy. Do you qualify?

Fall & Winter Clothing
50% Off

It ,II
-TODAYThrough Tuesday

For more information contact:
Navy Medical Programs
First National Bank Building
5301 Central NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
or call (505) 766·3895 (collect)
'

This may be due to three factors:
I. Women do not possess the
aggressiveness to compete in the art
community.
2. Women need an assured,
lucrative profession to support
themselves and are not really
serious about studying art.
3. The art community power
holders render it difficult to gain
fair acceptance according to a
woman's abilities.

increased funding for the Art
Student Association Gallery from
$1100 to $1518, the American
Indian Law Student Association
from $300 to $800, the International Center from $1000 to
$1385 and the Student Association
Committee members said they
for Latin American Studies from made the budget recommendations
$175 to $400.
after going over $54,418 in
organizational budget requests
"line by line" and cutting the

Medical
Students

.'

Why are there not more women
faculty when in 1978 the national
ratio was 50-507

'

.

Art history shows that women
recognized in the field are quite
extraordinary. Women artists have
rarely been taken seriously by the
public and their male co)legues.
The job market still often
discriminates against women for
reasons other than competence, I
remember being turned down for a
darkroom job in Santa Fe, because,
as l found out later, I had a bit of
hair under my arms. Who was
going to see it in a darkroom
anyway.
It is redundant to quote the
unbalanced figures of women's
placement in the professions.
We've heard it all before. The aim
is not to have a 51 to 49 percent
ratio of faculty, (which perfectly
mimics the the percentage of
women to men in the U.S.,) but to
have a more accurate reflection of
competent art graduates. l don't
advocate reverse discrimination,
but rather circumspect hiring of
each faculty in an unbiased manner
according to one's capabilities.
With more level representation in
the future, we may find fewer
"women artists" and more just
plain artists.

--GSA------------------------

Games Wlile You
Your Laundry_
_ Orv Cleanlna•Wash·Drv-Fold .

UCL

Current statistics of full-time
undergraduate women art majors at
UNM for fall 1981 place their
enrollment at 65 percent, an increase of one percent from the
steady 64 percent for the past five
years.
and
Undergraduate
advisor
records keeper Anne Marie Ornelas
said, "There is a majority of
wo.men attending UNM anyway.
Women seem to have enough time
or the financial sUpport to study the
arts. Of the 19-to-25 age group,
twice the number are women; in the
26·to-30 age group tli'e ratio is
about even. The average age for art
students enrolled here is 28. In the

the art education department is
women.
These figures are not solely
dictated by tenured power, Parents
whose daughters choose art as a
major can elect to entertain this
"whim," hoping they will find a
rich husband at college, They could
discourage them with the pretense
that they will never be able to
support
themselves
upon
graduation, or they could encourage their career choice and
approve of their aesthetic endeavors. My own parents stopped
taking my artistic pursuits seriously
when I refused to go into commercial art, art education or art
therapy.

Eric Maddy
The Lobo men's basketball
season may have ended Saturday
night, but fans will be talking about
the (ina! game of 1981-82 until
practice opens next fall.
Phil Smith hit a last-second jump
shot to push UNM past National
Invitational
Tournament-bound
Brigham Young 67-65 in one of the
most dramatic finishes of this or
any year.
"We were supposed to have two
shooters (Bill Harvey and Don
Brkovich) in the corners, but
neither one of them was there,"
Smith said, "I looked up and saw
there were only two seconds left, so
I just stopped and shot."
Smith set up his own heroics by
converting a three point play with
22 seconds left to tie the game at 65.
After his first shot agonizingly
rolled around the rim and off,
Smith, the smallest man on the
court, put in a rebound layup, was
fouled by BYU's Gary Furniss and
made the tying free throw.
"Everyone will remember the last
second shot, but the three point
play was the big play," said UNM
coach Gary Colson.
Phil Smith lets go his game-winning shot from 28 feet out that beat
After Smith tied the score, Timo
Brigham Young. Smith scored 20 points for UNM .agsinst the Saarelainen missed a front end ofa
Cougars, who will still plsy in the Nationa/lnviflltional Toumsment one-and-one after being fouled by
despite the loss.
Bill Harvey, one of his six misses

from the free throw line. The Lobos
had a chance for the victory but
Smith missed a long shot with nine
seconds left, giving the Cougars one
last opportunity.
After a timeout, BYU's Greg
Roberts had the last opponunity
for the Cougars, but the All-WAC
forward lost an in bounds pass with
four seconds left. No time elapsed
on the play which upset BYU coach
Frank Arnold and left Smith with
just enough time to sink the 2S-foot
game~ winner.
The Cougars held a ten-point
lead with 6;09 to play after Steve
Trumbo tipped in a missed shot,
but Smith and Brkovich took over.
Smith scored 13 points and
Brkovich had eight in the last six
minutes as the pair scored all but
two of UNM's final23 points.
Brkovich was the high point man

for UNM with 26 points, which was
his best output of the season. "It
seemed like no one was really
taking control, so I thought I
would," Brkovich said. "Usually,
if I make two or three in a row, I
keep shooting."
Senior Larry Tarrance played his
final game for the Lobos and
contributed I 0 important rebounds
against the taller Cougars. "This is
the kind of thing tlJat stays with you
for a lifetime," Tarrance said. "l
can't think of any team I'd rather
beat in my last game."
The Lobos finished with a 14-14
record, 7-9 in WAC play. Both
totals are an improvement on last
year's 11-15, 6-10 marks. "I think
our rebuilding is on track," Colson
said. "This win over a team we've
never beaten before makes for a
great summer."

Lobo Skiers Place Ninth at National Meet
Jeff Alexander

37th in the same event. Wahlqvist was the only Lobo
finisher in the giant slalom, finishing 17th place.

The Lobo men's ski team finished ninth in the
NCAA championships Saturday, posting their best
finish ever.
Strong finishes by the seven-man team in the slalo.m,
giant slalom, individual and relay cross country events
helped the team reach their goal of finishing in the top

Three freshmen placed for UNM in the individual
cross country race. Vesa Suomalainen finished 22nd,
Bret Bodnar was 26th and Sjur Talstad placed 35th.
The 'thtce teamed up to finish third in the 3-by~1.5
kilometer race.

Freshman Patrick Rey was UNM's highest finisher
in the slalom, placing 21st. Ross Collins .finished 28th,
Max Wahlqvist was 34th and Steve Maynard ended up

"I'm very pleased with our final results," said
coach George Brooks. "The team has trained hard for
this since last fall, and it paid off. I'm very happy
being ninth out.of the 20 best teams in the. country."
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Engineers Study Structure Damage
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' Coupon also

over-40 age group, again twice the
number of women are enrolled."
Traditionally, men have outnumbered women in the art
department, particularly in the
upper echelons of graduate school
and the tenured faculty, In contrast, the current ratio. is 65 percent
female art studio graduates and 73
percent female art history majors.
These two groups are the most
likely to go on and teach in a
university setting.

UNM's art department boasts
one woman with full professorship
out of nine positions. Women make
up 28 percent of associate
professors and 56 percent of the
assistant professorships. Women
have r;uely chaired departments or
had signi I} cant stands in the
governing decisions of the
The National Endowment for the
Arts made a survey in 1978 which university systems in this country.
The majority of positions held by
determined the full-time art student
population was 50 percent male and women are assistant professorships,
instructors, lecturers and part-time
50 percent female. Yet of the
faculty. In keeping with these
faculties, men oCC\Ipied 88 percent
standards, women faculty in the
of the full-time and 76 percent parttime positions. Two-thirds of UNM art department for 1981-82
grants to individual artists were hold no part-time or lecawarded to men. (No means of turer/instructor positions, but fill a
verifying how many women ac- slight majority of assistant
professorships.
tually applied was available.)
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student research $1000 to $16,000,
and raising the Special Ideas
committee budget $500 to $6000.
To insure that UNM medical
students, who do not pay the $1J
graduate student fee which makes
up the GSA budget, are excluded
froin GSA programs, committee
members say they will ask the
Cultural Series director and the
Child Care Co-op director to deny
GSA discounts to medical students.
Bamhouse said other places
might be found later where medical
students could be cut from GSA
programs, but that "we'd rather
work with them to get them in."
The budget proposal is scheduled
to be considered by the GSA
Council March 27. Organization
representatives can appeal the
finance committee recommedations
at that time.

U.S. in Central America Topic of Talk
A visiting professor from the
National Autonomous University
of Mexico wlll speak on "Human
Rights and the Military in Central
America: U.S. Entanglements"
Tuesday at noon iii the Student
Union Building South Ballroom.
Dr. Angela Delli Sante is
currently an exchange professor at
UNM. Het most recent research
concerns the role of the military in
Central America and Its contribution to producing or blocking
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Dill Pinnell
Two University of New Mexico
engineering
professors
are
developing a method of assessing
building damage in a research
project funded by a grant from the
United States Air Force.
Thomas L Paez of the civil
engineering department and
Frederick D. Ju of the mechanical
engineering department are using
mathematical models to study the
effects of forces such as earthquakes and explosions on
structures.
The research will determin~ how
much damage a concrete frame or
monolithic structure can sustain
and will identify unseen damage.
"The models can be used in
talculatirtg a building's soundness," says Pacz, "The goal of an
engineer is to determine how
reliable a structure is.''
So far, the research has been
general and cart be related to all
kinds of structural damage, but
Paez says future research will

concentrate oil damage due to
explosion since the project is
funded by the Air Force. "The
military wants to know how much
damage might occur to the
structures they are interested in due
to blast loading," he said.
As the research continues, more

complex structure models with
more detail will be developed.
Damage models will simulate a
variety of structures including
offshore drilling platfonns.
The Air Force has invested
$145,000 in the project during the
past two years.

Annual UNM Club Meeting Scheduled
The annual meeting for the board members and will hear
University . of New Mexico Club reports regarding club finances,
(formerly the Faculty Club) will be renovations and future plans.
held Wednesday at 4 p.m. at 1805
Happy hour will begin at 4 p.m.
RomaNE.
Members will vote for two new with discounted drinks.
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Psychologist To Speak on Growing Old
Listeners will be asked; "What
do you want to be when you grow
old?" by a visiting psychologist. at
the University of New Mextco
today.
.
.
The speaker will be Dr. Pamela
Roberts of the State University of

New York at Plattsburgh.
She will deliver a colloquium
sponsored by the UNM psychology
department at 4 p.m. in room 218
of the mechanical engineering
building,
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social change.
At UNM she teaches a political
science course on U.S.-Central
America relations. In Mexico she
teaches a course of\ Neo-Fasdsm in
Central America.
White in Albuquerque she bas
been active with the Coalition for
Human Rights in Latin America.
Her talk is sponsored by Las
Lomas Campus Ministries and is
open to the public .
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FUU,.TIME UNM EMPI.O'\'EE needs roommate to
3-bedro\lm llQuse $!75.00/month,
Negotiable rent in excl!ange for home improvements.
865.6001 or 865·6879.
3/10
llOUSEMATE WANTEU. PREFER female non•
smo~er. l mile from cawpys, private ball!lmaster
bedroom. Completely furnished, quiet, safe neigh··
borhood. $t 50 plus utilities, Evenings: 268·1931.
After II p.m.: 841·1111. Bill,
3/10
A lltOCK TO UNM. Furnished one .bedroom with
~wimtning pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerate<l
air, pius cabie'TV. No children or pets. $240 includes
utilities. 208·9 Columbia SE. Call255-2685,
3/11
lJNM AREA ONE bedroom $185.00 per month
Ulililies furnished, 11Q Pet~. Call 293-1070 after 5;00
p.m.
J/12
StiARE WITH COUPLE large 2·bdrm, fireplace,
garage, garden,laundry facilities. Pet ol<. Nice
nbhood near IJNM. 242-3622.
3/12
HOUS~:MATE,
NONSMOI'ER, BRIGHT,
spacious, $135 plus utilities. 292-1080.
3/12
UNM .APT. $9;1 per month, Hable esp~nol, 247·9207,
3/15
COUI'LF,.SINGLE WANTt:D private bath, private
study. Greenhouse, garden. $125 single $187.50
couple. Call evenings 843·6439.
3/11
NEEI> Jrd ROOMMATE to share 3 bedroom house
one block east or UNM. female prcferre<l, Many
extras, 266·6686.
3/12
sitar~ e~pensos.

Netv Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
131 MaTron Hall
277-5656 for rates orinfoTmation
I

··011 RENT: Et'FICn;NCV apartment, 1410 Oirarcl

1. Personals
FINI':.'iT SEU:CTION Ol' onlquc and tradition~!
gold wcddin~ sm. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
6901.
511
llliNill.f~~. MEET ME at Photo Services and we'll
1ce if something develops. Love, Twinky.
3/6
A('CUUATt: INFORMATION AllOUT con·
uaccption, sterilization. abortion. Right to Choosc.
294·0171.
tfn
t•REGNANC'\' n~~TIN<i & COUNSELING, Phone
247 ·9819.
t fn
CONTACl'S·POLISIIING, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn

WI•: IIOT lliSTRlllliTOUS. Prescription eyeglass
fntmel. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.~0 (regular 565.00), Pay tess Opticians,
1007 Mcnaul N.E., across from LaDcllcs.
tfn
ONI.Y $2.35, TWO farm· fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free ~nu.:tgc patlles, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe, Comer
tfn
of Girard, Centml and Monte Vista 268-7040.
SS llliYS llt:ST TIP orthc week. Daily Lobo will puy
$S for the best new~ tip we receive every week,
Sources can remain confldemlal, but Editor must
hav~ your name to pay winner. 277-5656, ask for
Newsroom.
tfn
MCAT, llAT Rf:VIEW In Physics, BiolllBY• General
Chemistry, Org•mic, sponsored by Pre·Med Club
members 130.00. Non•members $45.00, For more
information call 277·6565 or come by SUB 24·0.
3/12
cm:ERU:ADER/STUNTMAN TRYOUTS! Pick
up applications in Student Activities Center, Room
106, NM Union Building. Applications due March
12. (.'linlc starts March 22. TrYouts April I and 2. Cali
277-4706 for further information.
3/12
CIIINt:':ill IIUHET. CHt:AP! All you can eat.
Lunch S3.45, Supper S4.50, Sunday llrunch $3.45.
tfn
Jao-Jao's Place, 5000 Central Ave, SE,
JORllACIIE I>RESSES: ONI,Y 29.95; Calvin Klein
jeans, $35.00; fashion jogging suits, $19,95; Indian
wrap skins, $7.99: Indian cotton tops, S6.99; 100
percent silk kUrta tops, 512.99; Silk scarves, $6,99,
One dollar orr any purchase with this at! at More than
llags, tOt Cornell SE, across from UNM,
3/8
PJ\SSI'ORT PtiOTOS LOWt:ST prices! Pleasant
pictures! 123 Wcllc$ley SE corner Silver, Please call
first.265·1323.
tfn
JIART AND 1\l.;'\' momhly newsletter for singles,
cupids spe<lal, 25 Free trial memberships, Hurry, Bx
3714, Amarillo, Texas, 79106.
3112
IIAPPY DIRTIII>AY JEFF, from Betsy and Jeri·

N.E., $185/mo., .all utilities paid, $100 security
qepoliJ, Fully furnishcd·seeprity Joct.s and laundry
f"cilitks. No children or pets, Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
•·on RENT: •:HICJt:NCY .Apartment, $120; I
bedroom, $150. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM and TVl •.1313 Wellesley
S.l!. 256-7748.
3/31
HAI.F StOCK UNM. deluxe one bedroom twin or
tloublc $235 Includes utilities, Varsity House, 141
Columbia, 268·0525,
4/S
ATTRACTIVE EHICit:NCY, 5195/mo. near
UNM, llCMC; utilities paid. Quiet neighborhood, no
children/pets. 255-3265.
3/8
WANTEU: CHRISTI~N WOMEN to share NE
Heights home with same, non·sntokcr, $150/mo. Call
Chris, 298·6466.
3/8
M/t' ROOMMATE WANTED tt. share large two
bedroom. Dishwasher, washer, dryer, nice. $125.
266·4072, 5:30·7:00p.m.
3/9
SMART STUI>ENT SPECIAL! Clean modern I BR,
$149; 21lR, $179, "Scholarships" available•.206
MescaleroNW, 2SS·2221, 345·4150.
3124
ON~:
Bn •·uRNISIIt:n, utilities paid S21S.
Unfurnished, $170, 1218 Copper NE, 7900 Bell SE,
842·6170.
3/24
11•:DROOM, UVING ROOM, kitchen, private
entrance. Unfurnished. S190 a month, including
.utilities. Lease, $125 deposit, NO smoking, pets or
clti!drert. Washington/Constitution area. 26S·IS84.
3/10
ATTRACTIVE ONE BEDROOM near Can·
deiaria/Carll$1e. Clean, carpeted, fireplace, dish·
washer, patio, Pets allowed, Lease flexible. $200, plus
utilities. 268·4488, 293-8777.
3/10

c;overed

5. ForSale
Wt: IIOT DISTRIDUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Orecnwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54,50 regular $65.00. Pay tess Opticians,
5007 Mcnual N.E, acrqss from LaBelles.
tfn
63 GAS MISER, 35mgp, Renault R·IO, Looks good,
runs great! New brakes and generator, SSOO or offer.
294·3059, 345·1780.
3/8
1981 SUZUKI 400GN Bellissimal $1200. 266·7007,
persist.
3/8
1980 TOYOTA TERCEL ·AIC, extended 5yr
warranty, excellent, 277-2920, 848-5580.
3/8
1969. FORI>. EXCELLENT · transporte.tlon needs
TLC, $350, S;30·7:00p.m. 266·4072,
3/9
FOR Sr\I.E: 1974 YW Bug, very well maintained,
72,000 miles. Call293-248S, evenings,
319
WEDDING GOWN, BRmAL Originals, Size 10,
$345. 821-3327,
3/9
1964 VW SQUAREBACK $400. 265·1664 after
6:00pm.
3/10
1964 vW BUG. New lime Bold metalnake paint job.
Rebuilt engine, good tires, First $550 takes it. Call
294·6304, ask for Ray.
3/10
liANG GLIDER, IIEtMET, harness, for beginner
$600 (used), Instruction Included, 242-0145 after
5pm,
3/12
3111
GASRANm:LJKEnewSIS0.00298·0244,
NASIIIKI WOM•:N'S 10 Speed, 21 inch, Mixte
frame. Very good condition, $85, 242·0275 evenings.
3/12
RALEIGII COMPETITION RACING bicycle. 54cm
(21 in.), Reynolds 531 DB frame. Campy hubs,
Excellent lightweight bike, .$400, 242·0275 evenings.
3/12

3. Services
Gi.JITAR LESSONS, INSTRtiMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 HarYard S.E.
265-3315.
trn
TYPING IBM SELECTRIC 255•3337,
.l/31
TYPING • t"AST • ACCURATE • Reasonable,
Cassette Transcription, 247·2583.
3/26
TVPING·PROFF.SSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
kinko/Ptonto: TLC at no extra charge, We will edit,
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
A· I 'O'PISTS·TERM papers, rcsumes299·8970.
3/31
TYPING, ?SCENTS PAGE, 296-4998.
3/26
PROFF.SSIONAL TYPING,
REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric ill.
299-6256 or 29!1·2676.
3/24
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway Area. 299·
1355.
411

4. Housing
THE CITAD.EL-SUPERB localion near UNM and
downtown. Bus service everY 30 minutes. i bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Delu~e
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, tv room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pels. 1520 Universit)•NE, 243·2494. tfn
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APPLIC.ATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez Mountains, Needed are: nurse, riding staff,
counselors, handyman and kitchen aides. Call 243·
9581 for more Information,
J/12
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, M~st be
21 years !tid, Apply in person, no phone calls. please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 57Q4 Lomas Nl;, 5516
Menaul NE.
3/12
WET T·SHIRTCONTEST. Grand Prize--round·trip
acc~>mmodations to Las Vegas, Nevada and four 1st
place prizes of $100. All interested women (must be
over 21) should contact Betty ati·864-2Q99 or Sherri
at 865·6107 after 6:00pm to reserve your spot. 3/10
I.()OKIN(l FOR THREE pesons to market
nutritional and skin care products part time and
manage others call Katy 255·3378 or Arnold. 898·
3279.
3/11
JOB INFORMATION: PALLAS, 1-!ouston,
Overseas, Alaska, $20,000 to $50,000 possible, 602998·0426, Dept. 0924. Phone call refundable,
3/8
CARETAKER FOR NEW Person. My house near
Unlversity, Fle~ible hours 20·25 week, Good salary,
good lunch. Referrnces pr enlightenment. Ned, 265·
7171 evenings,
3/10

8. Miscelhmeous
WOOL PANTS, SHIRTS• Oenvine military issue:

Stili avalla\lle. Kaufman's. A real Army-Navy store.

~04 Yale sll, 256·0000,
.3/9
WOMEN ATHLETES: TRY soccerl City .teams
want players, 265·1470, keep trying,
J/9

9. Las Noticias
GAY/LESBIAN STUDEN'f Union, Tue, 2-9 7:30
p.m., SUi3250B,
3/9
FOR YOUR INFORMATION; The Crarts Area
(basement of SUI.!) has a Black and White
darkroom, .Pouers Wheel and Jewdry Equipment
for your ttse. You can also request basic instructions;
Full time Students are automatic members. Part-time
and non·students·$5.00 per semester .for more in·
formation, cai1277·6544,
319
I>ESPERATE TWO .RIDt;!i needed to Southern
California during Spring break. Share driving and
expenses, Cal1277-5698,
3/8
ASA GAtLERY SIX State Juried Photo Com·
petition (NM. CA, AZ, NV, TX, CO). $1000 award,
$10 entry fee. Accepting work March 8·19. ASA
Gallery. Bascntent SIJB, 277·2667.
3/12

7. Travel
NEED RIDE: SALT LAKE and back for Spring
Break. Share expenses. Kelley, 883·0865 eves.
3/4
STII.L SOME SPACES left! Spring break raft trip.
Get some sun and have some fun, Big Bend National
Park. Ali food transportation equipment from
Albuq. $275,00 Bob 345-403.2 883·1459,
3/12

ROLLER
ACTION

roller derby at the Civic

25¢ BEER 6-7

-

V2 PRICE .
Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

Monday, March 8th
tickets 4 & 6 dollars
$2 off with student I.D.
available at the door
or ticketmaster outlets

Wlragon

Magazines

Makers of Handmade
India~ Jewelry
OLDTO\I'{N

from
1897·1981
EVERYTHING
Always
Y2 Price!
Back-Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
Records
112 PRICE BOOKS!

Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

SALE 50°/o Off

WRISTWA'fCII fOUND, MEN'S restroom,
Frontier Restaurant. Claim In Rm. 131, Marron Hali.
l/12
LOST· WHITE GERMAN Shepard ort 2·21-82 on
campus, Rewardcall883•8039.
3/1 I
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
trn

6. Employment

DENTON, n;XAS RIDE wanted there and back,
spring brrak. !lob, 843·.6346, 242·7122,
l/9

-

~~
M
ADA'S EU:CTROI.\'SIS CLINIC, permanent hair
tcomoval, eyebrows shaped, Slate licensed. Also the
Dody Wrap, 2SH800.
3/8
DEAR SAE, t'Rt:t: beer to go with our free T·shirtsl
It's a deal. See you Monday. AFROTC Strike Force.
3/8
RAFTING 0\'ER SP.RING Brcakl Day trips on N.
Rio Grande, March 14, 16, 18, 20. S20 per person.
Wildwater Rafiing Experiences, 266·9721 (evenings).
3/12
FAClii.TY JAZZ COMIIO forming. Call Conniff,
277-2736.
3/12
"SKI l'liRGATOR'\' '811" Enjoy Spring Break
;lding in the Colorado Rockies. Low Rates! Call
Studem Travel Center, 277·2336 or visit office, 251
Upstairs in SUB.
3/12

2. Lost & Found

SURPL(JS JEEPS, CARS, \rucks. Can·inv, value
$~143, sold for $100, For information on purchasing
similar bargains call 602·998·0575, ext, 0924. Call
relundable.
3/B
c;:QLD FEE:TI Wl':I>DING ring ~el for sale. Dr~od
new. Paid $1325.00, sa~ifice $9$0.00, Call292·2082.
3112

on selected merchandise
Tues. March 9 - Sat. March 13
134 Harvard SE

Tue·Fri 10·6
Sat 12-5

265-4365

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set
The UNM Student Publications Board is now ~t>ek·
ing applicants for 1982-83 Daily Lobo editor.
• Applications are now available in the Student
Publication Business Office, Marron Hall, Room 131.
• Applications must be returned hy 12 noon. Wed·
nesday, March 31 to the Student Publ ieutions
Business Office, Marron Hall, Room 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board wi II meet to
interview the candidates noon Satutday. April 3,
place to be announced.
• The 1982~83 Editor will be selected Friday, April
9; tirne and place to be announced.
• The new Editor and staff will assume their posi·
tions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
publication remaining this semester.

ACROSS
1 Commonplace
6 Put oH
11 Chief
12'Expunged
14 Printer's
measure
15 Home-run
king
17 Despot
18 Likely
20 Engine
22 Dutch town
23 Prophet
25 Ceremonies
27 For example:
Abbr.
28 Characteristic
30 Basements
32Swlll
34 Go by water
35 Liberty
38 Barks
41 French article
42 Surfeits
44Wander
45 Jug handle
47Giveup
49 Stalemate
50 Fencer's
sword
52 Aromas
54 Compass pt.
55 Salt
57 Doctrines
59 Frock
so Graceful
birds
DOWN
1 Frame of
mind
2 Sun god
3 Mountain on
Crete

4Athletic
group
5 Mistake
6 Signifies
7 Interjection
8 Obese
9 Actual being
10 Schoolbook
11 Fewest
13 Sediment
16 Auricular
19 Annoy
21 Passon
24 Irritates
26 Craftier
29 The present
31 Apportion
33 Doses
35 Escapes
36 Harvested
37 Reward
39 Enamels
40 Pintail ducks

Answer to FridaY's Puzzle

53 Nahoor
43 Narrow
sheep
openings
56 Bone
46 Hind part
58 Printer's
48 Delineated
measure
51 Com_pass pt.

